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Feature Photo - ‘A Sassy Assassin’, by Paul Anderson

Category: Club Competition, Digital Open
Camera: Olympus OMD-1Mk 3
Processing: Lots!!! Lightroom/Photoshop/Composite
The story behind image:  See back of this newsletter

UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS

NEXT ACTIVITY:
Date: Sun 19th Sept 21
Subject: John Forrest National Park
Time:  9-11am
Location: Park Road, Hovia WA 6056

Club Coffee Morning:
All Members Welcome
Claremont Golf Club, Tee Box Cafe
Last Wednesday of the Month.
Next Coffee: 22th Sep 2021 @ 10.30 am

NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
Roland Fricke

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Hello Westsiders!

There has been excellent attendance at all of our recent activities.  The outings have been outstanding and since

the last newsletter, we have had two presentations by guest speakers.  Johannes Rheinhart lived up to his

reputation of being somewhat of a maverick with a unique innovative style of photography.  Chris Dark is also

very innovative and groundbreaking in his use of deliberate blurring effects on his landscapes.  Both speakers

challenge conventional views of what makes an outstanding image.

Looking forward to 2022, some of the current office bearers have indicated that they will no longer be in a

position to continue next year and at the AGM in October, some posts will be available and hopefully members

will volunteer to fill these positions.  Without the contributions of volunteers behind the scenes, a club such as

ours would not exist.  So we look forward to a good show of hands for the new year:)

Finally, early planning for the end of year Christmas dinner/presentation night is progressing.

Happy imaging...

President Paul



Member Profile: Alan Park

Q1: “When did you start getting into photography?”

I initially bought a camera to record holidays and to take shots of the kids growing up.  I bought an entry level SLR in the
late 1990’s for the same purpose (and only then set on auto and JPEG). If only I knew then what I know now, I would
have had much better photos from my six years living in London!

I only started to develop a real interest in photography by accident about five years ago.  I had just returned to Sydney,
and after retirement I fell into deep clinical depression. Joining a camera club provided me with a way out by putting
some meaning back into my life to the point where it is now bordering on a passion – perhaps even my next career. For
me photography has been therapy by helping me to actually take the time to see the world around me, and to make
images that mean something to me.

I’m an avid reader of the early black and white photographers, Ansel Adams, HC-B, Stieglitz; Dorothea Lange; and many
others including as Ernst Haas, Alexey Titarenko, Charlie Waite, Michael Kenna and Michael Kenna, and I have an

ever-growing collection of photography books.

Q2: “What is your favourite image to date and why?”

My favourite image is “Lest we Forget”.  It is a composite of two
lovely ladies at the Anzac parade taken in Sydney in 2018.  I felt
the expressions on their faces communicated the tenderness and
the emotions felt by so many on our National Day of
Remembrance.

I composed the ladies as the main subjects on a background of the
war memorial in Ypres with two men on horseback dressed as
Light Horsemen, faded like ghosts and perhaps representing their
loved ones who may not have returned.  A blurred soldier in the
far background represented a soldier going to war. It gave me
enormous joy to complete the scene although I was very lucky
that all the pieces seemed to fall into place – with a lot of help
from Photoshop!

The image won the Click West Portrait prize in 2019, and it was a finalist in the Fremantle International Portrait Prize the
same year.



Q3: “What is in your bag?”

I shoot mainly with a Canon 5D Mark IV, but I sometimes use my old Canon 7D (version 1) for bird photography to get
the extra distance on my zoom lens.  I use the camera with the EF 16-35mm, the 24-104mm and the 70-300 Canon EF
lenses.  I wish I’d discovered the 16-35mm lens earlier as I find it is the sharpest.  Having said that, I am happy with the
results of the 24-105mm at f/11 and the 70-300mm at f/8 which seem to be the sweet spots of those lenses.

I use NiSi filters, which I won in the Focus Seascape awards in 2019. They are the best filters I’ve ever used.  I carry LED
Lenser torches and headlamp for dawn shoots, and wear rockhopper reef boots when shooting on reefs, something I
learned to appreciate after a very serious accident! And I still use my old Manfrotto aluminium tripod with the
three-way handles – heavy but so solid.

Post processing is the other 50% of my photography work.  I use Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop, NIK Collection 4 by
DxO,  plus Topaz De-noise, A1 Sharpen and Gigapixel, and NEXT sharpener plugin (recommended by Nick Meladonis).

Q4: "What image, city or location would you most like to shoot?”

What a hard question.  There are so many beautiful and exotic places around the world, Iceland, Africa, Patagonia,

Japan, and Antarctica to name a few.  I’d love to shoot them all but COVID and the enormous cost put them out of my

reach. In any event there are so many sensational images of these places on the internet that I would need to spend a

great deal of time there to capture something in a different way to be meaningful to me.  So my favourite places at the

moment are the seascapes and streetscapes of WA. I’d like to visit Tasmania again if the borders ever reopen.

SUMMARY FROM RECENT EVENINGS:

Tuesday 8th June 2021 – Guest Speaker (Johannes Rheinart)
On 8th June we had the pleasure of hosting Johannes who has a unique vision for capturing
the most amazing imagery.  He has the ability to see the world in a striking way, capturing life
that most of us miss.

Johannes has created works for many exhibitions and has won many prestigious awards for
his provocative work. Most of all, his love for photography and showing the world through
his unique eyes, really stands out.

Johannes described that when he is out shooting, most of the time he goes out with an open
mind to see what he can find.  He aims to capture pretty much anything he connects with.  This can be as simple as an
object bouncing in nice light. Or, as complicated as trying to bring compositional order to the chaos. Johannes says the
first thing he looks for is good light, and then someone or something interesting.  His aim is to get images that are fresh
and that can’t be replicated … even by himself.

Below are some examples of Johannes’s unique style and imagery.



Tuesday 13th July 2021 – Competition Night (Machines / Machinery)
Colin White was our guest judge. He is a founding member of WAPJA(West Australian Photography Judges Association)

and prior to judging gave a presentation about the judging process, which was very instructive and useful and I am sure

gave valuable insight to our members about the way images are assessed. Colin showed an interesting graph

demonstrating that even when judges use established criteria to judge the same images the results are different

depending on the judge.

The set subject of Machines/Machinery was interpreted in many different ways by our members.  There was a very

impressive varied range of high quality images presented.

Tuesday 10th August 2021 – Guest Speaker, Chris Dark (Landscapes)

If you enjoy fine art photography, the 10th of August was a night not to be missed!  We had

an excellent presentation from Chris who is an award-winning Fine Art Landscape and

Commercial Photographer based in Perth.  Chris says he has always had a fascination with

photography and cameras and maintains a balance between the art of photography and the

technical aspect.

Chris’s passion and love for photography really took off while on a high-altitude expedition in

the Nepalese Himalaya in 2007.  He was in such awe of the towering peaks and the people

that live in their shadows and he wanted lasting memories of this. Something visual that would trigger the emotion of

being in that place long after he had left. Ever since, Chris has continually looked through the eyes of a picture frame,

searching for better ways to communicate what he sees and feels as a visual artist.

Chris showed us a collection of beautiful

painterly landscapes he has created.  He

described the equipment he uses to

achieve the results he gets and shared with

us the importance of being clear on the

‘why’ behind our photography before

proceeding to focus on the ‘what’ and

‘how’.

SUMMARY FROM RECENT OUTINGS:

Saturday 19th June 2021 – Hyde Park Night Photography
As with many of the outings this year, the Hyde Park Night

Photography event was well attended by the club members.

The evening was overcast and a bit gloomy, but fortunately the rain

held off and we were free to roam in search of a magic shot.

Sunday 25th July 2021 – Aviation Museum Bullcreek



The Aviation Museum is a definite challenge for any photographer.

The museum is stuffed so full of things, it’s a real challenge to

capture something compelling and separate the subject from the

background.  Anyway, it was a really fun and interesting place to

visit and there were a few great shots captured on the day by our

members.  If you are interested in the aviation history of Australia,

then the museum is a must to visit one day!

Saturday 28th August 2021 – Blacksmiths at the

Showgrounds
Our original plan to visit Battistessa Blacksmith didn’t work

out.  Fortunately, our capable Events Organising Committee

came up with a good and convenient alternative.  The

Blacksmiths

Association of

WA based at

Claremont

Showgrounds

allowed us to

come to their workshop to take photos of their members in action.

We had yet another good turnout of members, so much so that we

had to take turns to take photos as the workshop was quite small

and could only accommodate a few at a time.  Here’s a shot of

some of our eager club members at the start of the outing and another shot of some of the blacksmiths in

action.

2021 WESTSIDE CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR:

Checkout the web link below for the latest events calendar for our club.

https://www.westsidephoto.org.au/events-calendar

https://www.westsidephoto.org.au/events-calendar


WAPF NEWSLETTER:

… and if you would like to read the latest WAPF news, please see

WAPF Newsletters

CLUB CONTACTS

President: presidentwestsidecameraclub@gmail.com
Vice President: vpresidentwestsidecameraclub@gmail.com
Secretary: secretarywestside@gmail.com
Treasurer: treasurerwestsidecameraclub@gmail.com

Competitions: comps@westsidephoto.org.au
Education: eduwestside@gmail.com
Webmaster: webmasterwestsidecameraclub@gmail.com
Judges: judgecoordinatorwestsidecameraclub@gmail.com

AND FINALLY …

CARTOON
Corner

Feature Photo - The Story Behind the Image (continued from front page):

“The Story of A Sassy Assassin”

The image is a composite of 3 separate images.  The main portrait was taken during a
Venture Photography Dark Portrait Session. Peter the model does look quite sinister
with the eyepatch, scar and gun.

I was very happy with the image, but felt more of a story could be told. First was to roll up some newspaper,
light it, extinguish the flame and take images of the resulting smoke trails and add one to the tip of the gun in
Photoshop.  Next was a trip to Karrakatta for the gravestones. Into Photoshop again to add some gravestones.
So quite a lot of work for one image but I enjoyed the process of concept and realisation of the final image.

Words by: Paul Anderson
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